United airway disease: current perspectives
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Abstract: Upper and lower airways are considered a unified morphological and functional unit, and the connection existing between them has been observed for many years, both in health and in disease. There is strong epidemiologic, pathophysiologic, and clinical evidence supporting an integrated view of rhinitis and asthma: united airway disease in the present review. The term “united airway disease” is opportune, because rhinitis and asthma are chronic inflammatory diseases of the upper and lower airways, which can be induced by allergic or nonallergic reproducible mechanisms, and present several phenotypes. Management of rhinitis and asthma must be jointly carried out, leading to better control of both diseases, and the lessons of the Allergic Rhinitis and Its Impact on Asthma initiative cannot be forgotten.
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Introduction

Upper and lower airways are considered a unified morphological and functional unit, and the connection existing between them has been observed for many years, both in health and in disease.1,2 More than 2,000 years ago, Claudius Galenus studied the upper airway and paranasal sinuses as integral parts of the respiratory tract, and he assumed that rhinitis and asthma were caused by secretions dripping from the brain into the nose and lung.3 More recently, the concept of united airway disease (UAD) was suggested.4–6

The nose is situated at the entrance of the airway and protects the lower airway from the harmful effects of the inspired air by acting as efficient air-conditioning. The nose warms, filters, and humidifies the inspired air so that clean air that is fully saturated with water vapor at a temperature of 37°C is delivered to the lungs. During nose breathing, the majority of particles with an aerodynamic equivalent diameter (AED) >15 µm are deposited in the upper respiratory tract. Particles with AEDs >2.5 µm are primarily deposited in the trachea and bronchi, whereas those with lower AEDs penetrate into the gas-exchange region of the lungs.7 The nasal and bronchial mucosa present similarities, and one of the most important concepts regarding nose–lung interactions is the functional complementarity, which assigns the protector role of the nose to the lungs.4 However, the functions of the upper airway and their interactions with the lower airway are much broader than merely air-conditioning.

The Allergic Rhinitis and Its Impact on Asthma (ARIA) guidelines published in 20011 achieved some goals: 1) development of a guideline proposing a standardized
management of the ARIA concept, 3) spreading of the guideline to general and specialist physicians, and 4) establishment of a multiprofessional forum to study rhinitis and asthma. There is strong epidemiologic, pathophysiologic, and clinical evidence supporting an integrated view of rhinitis and asthma: UAD in the present review. We can also consider UAD an airway-hypersensitivity syndrome, because rhinitis and asthma are chronic inflammatory diseases of the upper and lower airways, which are induced and reproduced by allergic or nonallergic hypersensitivity reactions, and present several phenotypes (Table 1).

**United airway disease: epidemiologic evidence**

AR is the most common of all atopic diseases, and although it can develop at any age, most patients report the onset of symptoms before 30 years of age, making it the most common chronic disorder in children. AR can be considered a major public health problem, due to its prevalence and impact on patients' quality of life, work/school performance, and productivity economic burden. It is characterized by the classic symptoms of nasal itching, sneezing, rhinorrhea, and nasal obstruction. In addition, AR is associated with a variety of comorbidities, such as atopic dermatitis, sleep-disordered breathing, conjunctivitis, rhinosinusitis, otitis media, asthma, and emotional problems. At the same time, AR is a disease that is underdiagnosed and overlooked by patients and physicians.

AR is considered a risk factor for developing asthma. Asthma is a heterogeneous disease characterized by chronic airway inflammation and hyperresponsiveness (AHR) to direct or indirect stimuli, which can persist even when symptoms are absent or lung function is normal but may normalize with treatment. Asthma is defined by the history of episodic respiratory symptoms, such as wheeze, shortness of breath, chest tightness, and cough, and is associated with variable expiratory airflow limitation.

Allergic asthma is the most prevalent disease phenotype, which often begins in childhood and is associated with a personal and/or family history of allergic diseases, such as eczema and AR. In the same way of the allergic phenotype, patients with non-AR (NAR) are at increased risk of developing nonallergic asthma. NAR presents later in life than AR and is not a single disorder but is composed of a heterogeneous group of diseases.

According to the International Study on Asthma and Allergy in Childhood, the prevalence of AR in Europe was found to be ∼25% and in Brazil ∼15%–20%. The prevalence of asthma worldwide was observed to be ∼20% (Global Initiative for Asthma) and 10%–20% in Brazil (Global Initiative for Asthma, ARIA). Countries with a very high prevalence of rhinitis had asthma prevalence ranging from 10% to 25%.

The management of asthma should include assessment of asthma control, future risks, and any comorbidity that could contribute to symptom burden and poor quality of life. The main associated comorbidities are rhinitis, rhinosinusitis, gastroesophageal reflux, obesity, obstructive sleep apnea, depression, and anxiety. We evaluated the prevalence of comorbidities in patients with severe asthma and observed that rhinitis and gastroesophageal reflux disease were the most common, rhinitis being observed in 91% and gastroesophageal reflux disease in 71% of the asthmatic patients.

Interactions between the lower and the upper airways are well known and have been extensively studied since 1990. Over 80% of asthmatics have rhinitis, and 10%–40% of patients with rhinitis have asthma, suggesting the concept of “one airway, one disease.” Rhinitis symptoms have been reported in 98.9% of allergic asthmatics and in 78.4% of nonallergic asthmatics. Furthermore, ∼30% of patients with only AR who do not have asthma present hyperresponsiveness to methacholine or histamine. However, there are large differences in the magnitude of airway reactivity between patients with rhinitis and asthma. Patients with perennial rhinitis have greater bronchial reactivity than those with seasonal rhinitis, in whom the presence of hyperresponsiveness was observed especially during the pollen season. AHR, which is a paramount feature of asthma, is a strong risk factor for the onset of asthma in patients presenting with AR.

Several studies suggest that AR and NAR are risk factors for new onset of asthma and persistence of asthma. In a cohort of 690 individuals with a follow-up of 23 years, it was observed that the incidence of asthma was 10.5% in subjects with rhinitis and 3.6% in those without rhinitis. Therefore, the development of asthma was tripled in rhinitis patients compared to those without rhinitis. In the Tucson Epidemiologic Study of Obstructive Lung Diseases, the odds ratio for developing asthma was 2.59 (95% confidence

---

**Table 1 Airway hypersensitivity syndrome phenotypes**

| 1. Rhinitis* |
| 2. Rhinitis' with airway hyperresponsiveness |
| 3. Eosinophilic bronchitis |
| 4. Asthma |
| 5. Rhinitis' and asthma |

*Note: *Rhinitis can be associated with conjunctivitis.
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interval 1.54–4.34) if rhinitis was present and 6.28 (95% confidence interval 4.01–9.82) in the presence of rhinitis plus sinusitis.

A European Survey confirmed the presence of perennial rhinitis as a major risk factor for asthma, with odds ratios of 11 for the atopic and 17 for the nonatopic phenotype.

Asthma and rhinitis share common risk factors and present common susceptibility to different agents, such as allergens (atopy) and infections.

The presence of AHR and concomitant atopic manifestations in childhood increases the risk of developing asthma and should be recognized as a marker of prognostic significance, whereas the absence of these manifestations predicts a very low risk of future asthma.

**United airway disease: pathophysiological evidence**

The upper and lower respiratory tracts form a continuum, allowing the passage of air into and out of the lungs and sharing many anatomical and histological properties. They share common structures, including the ciliary epithelium, basement membrane, lamina propria, glands, and goblet cells, forming the so-called united airway.

On the other hand, differences between the upper and lower airways do exist. Nasal mucosa, which is attached to bone, is enriched with vessels, whereas bronchial mucosa, which is attached to cartilage, is enriched with smooth-muscle cells. Therefore, the major cause of airway obstruction, especially in the early phase of the allergic response, is different: upper airway obstruction is caused by vasodilation and edema, whereas lower airway obstruction arises from smooth-muscle constriction.

It is reasonable to think that because of anatomic reasons, the upper airway constitutes the first target for allergens and for physical and chemical environmental stimuli; therefore, they tend to be the first to be affected by the allergic airway disease, and if the intensity of this disease is low, the upper airway may be the only part of the respiratory tract that is affected. However, when the entire respiratory tract is involved, rhinosinusitis and asthma follow a parallel course.

Unfortunately, systematic research in this field has not been performed, and the evidence supporting these postulates is scarce.

UAD presents two main phenotypes: allergic (atopic or extrinsic) and nonallergic (nonatopic or intrinsic). With regard to asthma, most children and at least 50% of adults have the allergic phenotype, in which the disease is associated with allergic sensitization defined by the presence of serum-specific immunoglobulin (Ig)E antibodies and/or positive skin tests to the proteins of common inhaled allergens, such as house dust mites, animal dander, fungal spores, pollens, and cockroaches.

On the other hand, in nonallergic asthma, we do not observe IgE reactivity to allergens. In the same way, there are two important phenotypes or rhinitis, allergic and nonallergic, both of them associated with increased prevalence of asthma. We focus on the allergic pathophysiology of UAD.

AR and atopic asthma result from an IgE-mediated allergic reaction associated with airway inflammation of variable intensity. Since the first class of Ig presented on the surface of B-cells is IgM, it is necessary that IgM is switched to IgE so that allergic inflammation can develop. Isotype switching to IgE requires antigen presentation and two other signals.

Signal one is provided by interleukin (IL)-4 and/or IL-13, acting through IL-4R and IL-13R via STAT6, which activate transcription to the IgE isotype. Signal two is provided mainly by ligation of CD40 on B-cells to CD40L on T-cells, which activates DNA-switch recombination.

The IgE-mediated immune response is initiated when the allergens are taken up by antigen-presenting cells via the cell-surface Ig receptor. Processed fragments are then presented in the context of major histocompatibility complex class II to T-helper (T\text{H}_2) cells, which recognize the allergen–major histocompatibility complex II composite and are activated. The allergen-specific T\text{H}_2 cells produce IL-4 and IL-13, and express CD154, leading to IgE class switching.

Although class switching is generally thought to occur in the germinal center of lymphoid tissues, it has also been reported to occur in the respiratory mucosa of patients with AR and atopic asthma and in the gastrointestinal tract in patients with food allergy.

Once IgE is produced by B-cells, the Ig will bind to the high-affinity receptor Fc\text{ε}R1 on mast cells and basophils.

In future, contacts with the polyvalent sensitizing allergen, these cells will be activated through Fc\text{ε}R1, initiating an immediate hypersensitivity reaction that is central in the pathogenesis of AR and allergic asthma.

The reaction has an immediate phase that is induced by the release of preformed and rapidly synthesized mediators from mast cells and basophils, resulting in erythema, edema, and itching in the skin, sneezing and rhinorrhea in the upper respiratory tract, and cough, bronchospasm, edema, and mucous secretion in the lower respiratory tract.

A late phase mediated by cytokines and chemokines and characterized by edema and leukocytic influx can occur 6–24 hours after the immediate phase. Eosinophils recruited mainly by IL-5 produced by T\text{H}_2 cells stand out and are essential to maintain the chronic inflammatory process and tissue damage.

Eosinophil activation directly contributes to vasodilation, edema, mucus production, bronchoconstriction, and...
dysfunctional remodeling of the airway. These processes are mainly induced by eosinophil-derived products, such as eosinophil peroxidase, which causes AHR and activates dendritic cells. Murine studies have shown that eosinophils also contribute to airway-wall remodeling and subepithelial membrane thickening via the release of TGFβ. Finally, similarly to neutrophils, upon activation, eosinophils undergo cytolysis and release mediators from the eosinophilic granules, such as eosinophil-derived neurotoxin, cationic proteins (eosinophil peroxidase), and major basic protein, which can damage structural cells of the airway. It has been demonstrated that humans who died from asthma presented eosinophilic inflammation all over the respiratory tract, from nasal mucosa to lung tissue, showing that the airways really are unique, even in pathologic conditions. Therefore, AR and asthma share immunopathological features, including a Th2-type immune response, thickness of the basement membrane, and goblet-cell hyperplasia.

In contrast to allergic UAD, the pathophysiology of which is well characterized, the etiology of and mechanisms involved in nonallergic UAD remain unclear. Some of the possibilities include allergy triggered by unknown antigens (fungi), persistent infection (caused by Chlamydia trachomatis, Mycoplasma spp., or viruses), and autoimmunity.

A central concept of UAD is the influence of the upper airway in the function of the lower airway, which is particularly evident and relevant in the allergic phenotype. The pathological interactions between the upper and lower airways are summarized in Figure 1 and can be divided into:
- air-conditioning
- inflammation
- neural reflexes.

**Air-conditioning**

Galen was the first to offer insights on the function of the nose as protector of the lower airway through its ability to clean, warm, and humidify inhaled air. In addition, the nasal mucosa, with its abundant submucosal glands, takes part of the innate and adaptive immune defense by releasing antibacterial proteins, such as lysozyme and lactoferrin, chemical defenses, antioxidants, and secretory IgA, that can protect the lower airway from pathogens and allergens. Patients with AR present partial or complete loss of function of the nose due to mucosal congestion, since nasal airways are bypassed during oral breathing. In this situation, inhalation of cold and dry air may directly induce bronchoconstriction. Therefore, the lower airway would be quite “opened” to the entrance of allergens and pathogens, increasing the risk of asthma exacerbation.

**Inflammation**

Propagation of inflammation from the upper airway to lower airway may occur via postnasal drip and systemic circulation.

*Figure 1 United airway disease: pathophysiological interaction.*
The concept that inflammatory secretions from the upper airway of patients with rhinosinusitis or even with rhinitis are aspirated into the lower airway with adverse consequences has been viewed as one of the principal mechanisms for lower airway symptoms, especially after an upper respiratory infection. It is quite possible that early morning coughing in individuals with rhinitis is associated with accumulation of secretions in the lower pharyngeal area stimulating irritant receptors. It is questionable, however, whether these secretions can reach the intrathoracic lower airway in adequate quantities to alter their physiology and to generate exacerbations or chronically worsen lower airway function in patients with asthma. The development of sinusitis in rabbits is associated with lower AHR, even after eliminating upper–lower airway communication with the use of an inflated endotracheal tube cuff.

On the other hand, there is good evidence that allergic inflammation developing in the respiratory mucosa may result in systemic inflammatory events. Blood eosinophilia may be observed in patients with allergic asthma, and can be considered a biomarker of inflammation of the lower airway. There is less evidence that upper airway inflammation can lead to an increase in eosinophil blood count. Moreover, there is no experimental information indicating that nasal inflammation leads to systemic inflammatory signals that induce changes in lower airway physiology, even though it seems reasonable to speculate that cytokines released in nasal mucosa could activate bone marrow with chemotaxis of white blood cells to both upper and lower airways.

The opposite direction for propagation of the inflammatory process, beginning in the lower airway and getting to the upper airway, has been postulated. A study showed that segmental bronchial allergen provocation in patients with nonasthmatic AR can induce nasal inflammation, nasal and bronchial symptoms, and reduction in pulmonary and nasal function. However, there are recent data suggesting that this lung–nasal propagation of inflammation might not be relevant. In a very elegant murine model of allergic respiratory inflammation induced by ovalbumin, Balb/c mice were submitted to intratracheal challenge after sensitization by an intraperitoneal route. This provocation induced lung inflammation and AHR, but no signs of inflammation were found in the nose.

Neural reflexes

The existence of a nasobronchial reflex that originates from the sensory nerve endings in the nose, travels to the central nervous system through the trigeminal nerve, and follows an efferent pathway through the vagus nerve to produce airway smooth-muscle contraction has been under debate for years. Despite being well documented in animal models, its existence and relevance in humans are still controversial.

Some studies performed in healthy individuals and asthmatics have demonstrated that lower airway resistance increased after nasal inhalation of cold and dry air. Another important study showed an increase in AHR after a nasal allergen provocation in asthmatics who had reported worsening of asthma symptoms following seasonal exacerbations of rhinitis. The authors observed that none of the solutions delivered to the nose during allergen provocation could be detected in the lower airway, showing that the increase in AHR was not due to inadvertent inhalation of the allergen. It is important to point out that the classic nasobronchial reflex is a component of the diving reflex. Immersion of the head into cold water leads to immediate suppression of respiration (apnea), laryngospasm, and bronchoconstriction, in order to protect the lower airway from diving. Nasal inhalation of dust, pollutants, and irritants can induce immediate bronchoconstriction with cessation of respiration in the expiratory phase, due to relaxation of inspiratory muscles. Therefore, in individuals with allergic respiratory disease, this reflex could lead to an increase in asthma symptoms after nasal injury.

There is less evidence showing the occurrence of a bronchonasal reflex. It has been demonstrated that inhalation of ultrasonically nebulized distilled water increased nasal airway resistance in patients with AR, without the involvement of parasympathetic efferent reflexes, since patients did not present sneezing or rhinorrhea. The clinical relevance of this bronchonasal reflex has yet to be demonstrated.

In conclusion, upper and lower airways seem to constitute a unique system, named “united airway”, that share similarities in terms of histology, physiology, and pathology. UAD is triggered by a Th2 immune response of the airway, leading to an extended inflammatory process that begins in nasal mucosa and ends in bronchioles and alveoli, particularly in symptomatic asthmatics.

**United airway disease: clinical evidence**

There is also clinical evidence supporting the concept of UAD. Studies have demonstrated that the presence of severe rhinitis is associated with an increased risk of asthma and in patients with asthma a less favorable evolution. It has also been shown that the treatment of rhinitis can be beneficial to the lower airway, reducing symptoms, emergency room visits, and hospitalizations, as well as the severity of bronchial hyperresponsiveness. In protocols of difficult-to-control
asthma, rhinitis was included as one of the main comorbidities to be assessed and treated.\textsuperscript{48}

Therapy for UAD includes avoidance of relevant allergens and irritants, pharmacotherapy, and allergen-specific immunotherapy (SIT). Allergen avoidance has been suggested not only to prevent UAD onset and progression but also to reduce its burden, improving symptoms and quality of life. However, there is a lack of evidence supporting the effectiveness of environmental control.\textsuperscript{4}

The pharmacologic approach of AR includes antihistamines, oral leukotriene antagonists, and intranasal corticosteroids, the last being considered the most efficacious drug.\textsuperscript{4} Agondi et al reported a decrease in asthma symptoms and AHR after intranasal corticosteroid treatment of rhinitis.\textsuperscript{43} A recent meta-analysis confirmed the beneficial effect of intranasal steroids in AHR.\textsuperscript{44} Oral and intranasal antihistamines, as well as leukotriene antagonists, are less effective than intranasal corticosteroids in improving the symptoms of AR.\textsuperscript{49–52} A protective effect of cetirizine against AHR measured 6 hours after nasal allergen challenge in patients with AR was shown.\textsuperscript{53}

Allergen-SIT is defined as a procedure to administer increasing amounts of specific allergens in patients diagnosed with IgE-mediated disease, in order to induce immune tolerance.\textsuperscript{3,54} Subcutaneous and sublingual IT can reduce symptoms of AR and need of reliever medication, as well as improve the control of comorbid conditions, such as asthma and conjunctivitis.\textsuperscript{3,55}

Allergen-SIT is indicated in moderate/severe AR for which response to pharmacotherapy is inadequate. Other potential indications are adverse effects of medications, coexisting allergic asthma, bad adherence to therapy, and patient preference for IT instead of pharmacotherapy.\textsuperscript{3,56} Furthermore, SIT has been positioned as the only treatment effective to modify the natural course of allergic diseases that includes prevention of new sensitizations and reduction of risk of developing asthma in subjects with AR, even after termination of treatment.\textsuperscript{57–61} The Preventive Allergy Treatment study was a randomized controlled trial that showed clinical benefits and a preventive effect on asthma development in children suffering from seasonal rhinoconjunctivitis undergoing subcutaneous IT with grass- and/or birch-allergen extracts for 3 years. This positive effect of SIT in preventing the progression from rhinitis to asthma was observed to persist in the same patients for 7 years after the termination of the treatment.\textsuperscript{57–59} Another study found that after 3 years of sublingual grass-pollen IT in children with AR, eight of 45 actively treated subjects and 18 of 44 controls developed asthma, with 3.8-fold more frequent development of asthma in the untreated patients.\textsuperscript{62}

Some studies have shown that IT was able to prevent new sensitizations in monosensitized individuals.\textsuperscript{63} A research assessing the effects of subcutaneous IT in 147 house dust mite-monosensitized children over 5 years found similar results: 75.3% in the treated group and 46.7% in the control group had no new sensitizations.\textsuperscript{64} A randomized controlled study involved 216 children with AR (with or without intermittent asthma) receiving drugs alone or drugs plus sublingual IT for 3 years showed new sensitizations in 34.8% of controls and in 3.1% of the IT group. Moreover, they demonstrated that this protective effect extended to AHR, which significantly decreased in the IT group.\textsuperscript{65}

Novel targeted therapeutic approaches using biological agents have been studied in the treatment of AR and allergic asthma, especially for the management of severe uncontrolled phenotypes. Among these, omalizumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody that binds circulating IgE and prevents its attachment to high-affinity IgE receptors, is available worldwide. Omalizumab improves both upper and lower airway diseases, reducing nasal and asthma symptoms, decreasing exacerbations, and improving quality of life.\textsuperscript{66} Mepolizumab, a monoclonal antibody that blocks the binding of IL-5 to eosinophils, has also shown a beneficial effect on severe eosinophilic airway diseases, such as asthma and nasal polyposis in adults.\textsuperscript{67–69} Because these treatments have systemic effects, it is not possible to design a study to assess how much the improvement in asthma is, due to direct effects or indirect effects associated with rhinitis improvement.

The management of rhinitis may promote better adherence to therapy. It should consider severity and duration of the disease and patient preference, as well as the efficacy, availability, and cost of medications. Therefore, management of rhinitis and asthma must be jointly carried out, including environmental control, pharmacotherapy, and SIT.

\textbf{Conclusion}

The treatment of rhinitis is indispensable in patients with asthma, since it leads to better control of both diseases, and the lessons of the ARIA initiative cannot be forgotten. Further studies regarding UAD are needed to better understand the interactions between the upper and lower airways, but there is no doubt that rhinitis and asthma have to be studied and managed in an integrated manner.
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